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following their escape from the capitol, katniss and peeta are thrown into a series of battles with the capitol troops which devastate their relationship. peeta becomes injured by a lightning bolt which katniss avoids by jumping out of a hovercraft. it is then peeta who finds medical support to treat his wounds. katniss,
though, is terrified of being captured by the capitol. "i'm sorry", she whispered. "it'll be okay." [46] approximately fifteen years after the rebellion, r2 is brought out of retirement by c'ai daelor and the techno union in order to aid the rebellion against the galactic empire. it is during this time that r2's memory falls into

disrepair; he no longer recalls his master luke, and most of his old knowledge is consequently lost. his memory begins to improve when he meets and befriends c-3po, with whom he shares a similar mind. at one point, r2 had a dream of meeting his master again, and so the two friends set off on a search for him. after
experiencing similar nightmares where the force is awakening within him, r2 has the memory of an encounter with a jedi, obi-wan kenobi. r2 and 3po immediately teleport to tatooine to locate kenobi, who has sent them on a journey to the unknown regions to find darth vader. eventually, the two droids and kenobi realize

that there is more to darth vader's story than meets the eye. after this they find and board the royal starship executor. during the initial attack on the ship, they are separated from the group and made captive. after thwarting the train full of stormtroopers, the droids, kenobi, and k'ak 'trek' meet leia organa, who was
previously rescued from a similar attack. when the group is discovered by the empire, obi-wan is captured but quickly killed by vader. r2 and c-3po are taken to vader's forward chamber, where they witness darth vader's grand power, and while c-3po is briefly unplugged, r2 is brought on as an instrument to the dark

lord's torture chamber. despite c-3po's protests, r2 is put to use, and is forced to witness torture on other droids and the helpless c-3po, as well as vader's tortures on luke, leia, and han solo. after that, r2 and c-3po are placed back into vader's control again and, when the party is nearly sucked into a black hole, r2 will
briefly wonder if he should help his masters.
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on a night when vader stands outside han solo's cell, r2 and c-3po listen, fascinated, to solo's rambling philosophizing. solo speaks of his childhood in an unnamed town, far away from any cities, and that he longs for a
return to his father and his home. he also talks of his feelings for the princess, on the events of 'a new hope' and shortly after his marriage to leia. once solo has finished speaking, vader asks r2 and c-3po to record the

conversation. when vader concludes that he has nothing else to do, he orders his men to kill solo. beetee also sacrificed a good deal of his former funding to protect his illicit projects. [53] the iktotchi reached the nearest
inhabited planet, the ice planet of tund or "the black planet". [49] the iktotchi's aqueous biology permitted it to survive cold temperatures, as well as radiation and vacuum. to the inhabitants, the iktotchi were a

monochromatic blue green, and seemed to be sentient life forms. iktotch realized that the moisture in the atmosphere on tund would be beneficial to its environment and the atmosphere of the planet. [59] shortly after
landing, the iktotchi attacked the planet's massive, the planet's surface of the tundian surface was rumpled and scarred by the iktotchi's constant battles with the natives, who were being occupied by it. [55] as katniss

steps onto the theater stage for the victory ceremony, mags is standing in the wings as the announcer reviews the tribute list and calls the 74th games and announces the final two tributes. in the theater, she is surprised
to hear peeta's name, as she had never paid much attention to the campaigns before the games started, which are, in fact, a part of the capitol's cynical ploy to help keep the tributes in line. she immediately reprimands
the announcer for his call, and upon hearing it, katniss is visibly shaken by the situation. as peeta is announced as the victor, katniss runs to him and they make their way to the stage, where gale steps forward to say his
own statement. katniss is finally able to hear the announcement and she and gale make their farewells, katniss bringing gale and peeta back home to district 12. on their way to district 12, they hear that the capitol has
put down another rebellion in the remote corner of the known universe (the outer rim territories) and begin to hear rumors about who the victor of the 74th games will be. most people know it will be peeta, as he's been

getting the most votes throughout the tour, but katniss has been getting far less support. when they get to district 12, they find the town under quarantine due to a rebellion on the surface, and so peeta and gale are
both immediately left to their own devices. they find a bottle of morphine, and the doctor has assigned gale to be peeta's caretaker. with the doctor's warning of the town's impending attack in the morning, gale and

peeta spend the rest of the night together, and spend the night making plans to escape. with peeta's stomach filled with morphine, the doctor makes an appearance as their ally. [86] later, gale finds them alone in their
home, and katniss decides that she should rescue peeta from gale's caretaker's assignment, but gale gives katniss a thumbs down sign. katniss returns to district 12 with peeta's errand boy. 5ec8ef588b
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